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 Engine mount cracking and nose gear 
weldment mod (addressed in upgraded 
mount that is included) 

 Canopy complete (dual alignment pins 
each side) 

 Landing gear hydraulics stock (aluminum 
lines, original actuator design) complete 

 Landing Gear SBs to be applied 
 

To Purchase or obtain more details and 
additional photos CONTACT: 

LancairTalk.net 
Paul Miller 
sales@lancairtalk.net 
1-866-300-KNOT (5668) 
 
JOIN https://LancairTalk.net the world’s 
largest community forum for Lancair 
enthusiasts.   

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Lancair Legacy RG Kit, partially complete. 

 For sale by owner 
 Work by aeronautical engineer and LancairTalk 

member and long-time Legacy enthusiast. 
 Located in Florida 
 Parts always hangered 
 all of the basic kit items from Lancair 
 optional items (adjustable pedals, canopy seal, some 

lights and antennas) 
 none of the firewall forward kit items (baffles, hoses, 

etc.) 
 gascolator 
 Assisted with wing closeout but not at Factory 
 Does not have Reno gear door mod for strength 
 removable copilot floorboard (for access to the fuel 

line) mod 
 actuated NACA scoop in the vertical stab 
 Kit purchased in 2003 
 numerous tools, accessories and options include 
 gear overcenter yokes are not modified to current 

specifications 
 main inboard gear door actuators, nose gear door 

mechanism not modified since kit purchase 
 Kit L2K-236 Delivered October, 2003 
 IO-550 engine mount (upgraded/strengthened 

version direct from Snowline Mfg) 
 Carbon cowl (set up for plenum and primed 
 Dual adjustable Lancair rudder pedals 
 Baggage floor option - both sides (not yet installed 

so buyer could use or leave out) 
 Rotisserie 
 Comant antennas 
 Trim servos 
 Fuel pump (Dukes single speed for IO-540, can be 

modified with PWM controller from CJ Aviation for 
550) 

 Locking fuel caps 
 Fuel probes 
 Inboard wing section bonded to fuselage 
 Outboard wing sections closed 
 Tail closed 
 Resting On gear 

 


